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Introduction

Focus: 

• Development of computational capabilities that allow robots and virtual characters to
establish and maintain intuitive and natural social interactions in unstructured and
dynamically evolving environment

• Operationalizing different pedagogical roles (e.g. tutor, motivator, peer…) in schools

Cross-fertilization of state-of-the-art insights and methods:

Social Robotics, Embodied Virtual Characters, Social Sciences and 
Educational Sciences

Development of machines with advanced social capabilities:

Engage in intuitive, natural, sustained encounters with individuals and 
groups of children and adults
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Scientific Objectives

Embodiment Social Learning Personalized adaptation
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15 PhD students

Link to the ESR web page:
http://www.animatas.eu/network/esr/
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II. TSW	1	WORKSHOP	SCHOOL	ON	METHODS	FROM	EXPERIMENTAL	PSYCHOLOGY	

Overview and agenda 

	 	
Figure	2	–	TSW1	sessions	at	Jacobs	University,	Bremen,	Germany	

	

The	Winter	school	on	methods	from	experimental	psychology	took	place	at	Jacobs	University	in	Bremen,	Germany	

in	December	2018.	This	school	covered	the	fundamentals	of	experimental	design	in	psychology	from	an	

interdisciplinary	perspective.	Topics	included	research	design	and	methodology,	experimental	design,	methods	of	

data	collection,	statistical	analysis,	and	ethical	and	practical	considerations.	The	workshop	included	the	following	

general	event	types:	

· Lectures	on	psychological	research	methods,	experimental	design,	data	analysis	and	ethical	concerns	

· Activity	and	hands-on	session	on	the	before	mentioned	topics	

· Social	activities	(gala	dinner,	city	tour,	escape	game	and	Christmas	market)	

See	Figure	3	for	further	details	about	the	individual	sessions	in	the	agenda.		

	

• Computational, Social and Behavioural Sciences  
• Experimental Methods in Psychology
• Ethics
• Developing technologies in educational settings
• Virtual Agents
• Innovation in Social Robotics, Embodied Conversational Agents and EdTech
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III. TSW	2	WINTER	SCHOOL	ON	DEVELOPING	TECHNOLOGIES	IN	EDUCATIONAL	SETTINGS	

Overview and agenda 

	 	
Figure	5	–	TSW2	sessions	at	EPFL,	Lausanne,	Switzerland	

	

TSW2,	the	Winter	school	on	developing	technologies	in	educational	settings,	took	place	at	EPFL	in	Lausanne,	
Switzerland	in	February	2019.	The	aim	of	this	workshop	was	to	give	young	scholars	and	entrepreneurs,	who	aim	to	

gain	expertise	in	technologies	for	education,	an	overview	and	practical	skills	related	to	current	research	in	the	
interdisciplinary	community	working	on	educational	robots	and	digital	education.	Overall,	this	event	included	the	
following	contents:		

· Lectures	on	educational	technology,	digital	learning,	student	modelling,	learning	analytics,	ethical	

concerns	and	GDPR	

· Activities	and	hands-on	session	on	the	before	mentioned	topics	

· Visiting	an	EdTech	collider	

· Speed	mentoring	(short	conversations	with	senior	researchers)		

· Social	activities	(gala	dinner,	escape	game)	

Both	ESRs	and	external	participants	who	were	students	and	Post-docs	from	EPFL	took	part	in	the	event.	Figure	6	
shows	further	details	about	the	sessions	in	the	workshop.	
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Proposal preparation: some tips

• Start early  
• Look at other successful proposals
• Speak with other coordinators
• Key role of companies, not only in training but also secondments
• It takes time to get companies onboard (agreements, support letters, etc.)
• Agreement re: project management



Some thoughts and lessons learnt

• Advantages
o Large international research network and collaborations
o More flexible than other EU collaborative projects
o Extensive development opportunities for PhD students
o Building a long lasting network of peers
o Interaction with both academia and industry
o Large funding for training and research

• Challenges
o Many training events 
o Project’s overall research contribution vs focus on individual PhD
o No funding for supervision time
o Funding only for 36 months of a PhD


